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Abstract
H.264/AVC is newest video coding standard of the ITUT Video 
Coding Experts Group  and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts 
Group (MPEG). The main goals of the H.264/AVC standardization 
effort have been enhanced compression performance and 
provision of a “network friendly” video representation addressing 
conversational (video telephony) and “non-conversational” 
(storage, broadcast, or streaming) applications. This paper provides 
an overview of the technical features of H.264/AVC, describes 
profiles and applications for the standard, and outlines the history 
of the standardization process
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I. Introduction to H.264

A. Video Compression 
Network bitrates tolerate to rise (dramatically in the innate 
span and somewhat less so in the wider area), elevated bit rate 
connections to the residence are commonplace and the storage 
capacity of hard disks, flash recollections and optical mass media 
is larger than ever before. With the worth each sent or stored bit 
continually plummeting, it is perhaps not instantly seeming why 
video compression is vital (and why there is such a momentous 
power to make it better). Video compression has two vital benefits. 
First, it makes it probable to use digital video in transmission and 
storage settings that should not prop uncompressed (‘raw’) video. 
For example, present Internet throughput rates are insufficient to 
grasp uncompressed video in real period (even at low construction 
rates and/or tiny construction size). A Digital Flexible Disk (DVD) 
can merely store a insufficient seconds of raw video at television-
quality resolution and construction rate and so DVD-Video storage 
should not be useful lacking video and audio compression. Second, 
video compression enables extra effectual use of transmission 
and storage resources. If a elevated bitrate transmission channel 
is obtainable, next it is a extra appealing proposition to dispatch 
high-resolution compressed video or several compressed video 
channels than to dispatch a solitary, low-resolution, uncompressed 
stream. Even alongside steady advances in storage and transmission 
capacity, compression is probable to be an vital constituent of 
multimedia services for countless years to come. 
An information-carrying gesture could be compressed by removing 
redundancy from the signal. In a lossless compression arrangement 
statistical redundancy is removed so that the early gesture can 
be flawlessly reconstructed at the receiver. Unfortunately, at the 
present period lossless methods can merely accomplish a humble 
number of compressions of picture and video signals. Most useful 
video compression methods are established on lossy compression, 
in that larger compression is attained alongside the penalty that the 
decoded gesture is not identical to the original. The aim of a video 
compression algorithm is to accomplish effectual compression as 
minimising the distortion gave by the compression process. 
Video compression algorithms work by removing redundancy in 
the temporal, spatial and/or frequency domains. Fig. 2 displays 
an example of a solitary video frame.

Fig. 1: Architecture of IEEE H.264 AVC Algorithm

Inside the highlighted spans, there is slight variation in the content 
of the picture and hence there is momentous spatial redundancy. 
Fig. 3 displays the alike construction afterward the background 
span has been low-pass filtered (smoothed), removing a little of 
the higher-frequency content. The human eye and mind (Human 
Discernible System) are extra sensitive to lower frequencies and so 
the picture is yet recognisable even though the fact that far of the 
‘information’ has been removed. Figure 4 displays the subsequent 
construction in the video sequence. The sequence was seized from 
a camera at 25 constructions each subsequent and so there is 
slight change amid the two constructions in the short interval of 
1/25 of a second. 

Fig. 2: Video Frame (Showing Examples of Homogeneous 
Regions)

Fig. 3: Video Frame (Low-Pass Filtered Background)
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Fig. 4: Video Frame 2

There is clearly momentous temporal redundancy, i.e. most of the 
picture stays unchanged amid consecutive frames. By removing 
disparate kinds of redundancy (spatial, frequency and/or temporal) 
it is probable to compress the data considerably at the price of a 
precise number of data defeat (distortion). More compression can 
be attained by encoding the processed data employing an entropy 
coding scheme such as Huffman coding or Arithmetic coding. 
Image and video compression has been a extremely alert earth of 
scutiny and progress for above 20 years and countless disparate 
arrangements and algorithms for compression and decompression 
have been counseled and developed. In order to enthuse 
interworking, contest and increased choice, it has been vital to 
delineate average methods of compression encoding and decoding 
to permit produce from disparate manufacturers to converse 
effectively. This has managed to the progress of a number of key 
Global Standards for picture and video compression, encompassing 
the JPEG, MPEG and H.26× sequence of standards.

II. MPEG-4 AND H.264
MPEG-4Visual and H.264 [1] (also recognized as Elevated 
Video Coding) are standards for the coded representation of 
discernible information. Every single average is a document that 
chiefly defines two things, a coded representation (or syntax) that 
describes discernible data in a compressed form and a method 
of decoding the syntax to reconstruct discernible information. 
Every single average aims to safeguard that compliant encoders 
and decoders can prosperously interwork alongside every single 
supplementary, as permitting manufacturers the freedom to 
develop competitive and innovative products. The standards 
specifically do not delineate an encoder; rather, they delineate 
the output that an encoder ought to produce. A decoding method 
is described in every single average but manufacturers are free to 
develop alternative decoders as long as they accomplish the alike 
consequence as the method in the standard. 
MPEG-4Visual (Part 2 of the MPEG-4 cluster of standards) 
[was industrialized by the Advancing Picture Specialists Group 
(MPEG) [2], a working cluster of the Global Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO). This cluster of countless hundred technical 
specialists (drawn from industry and scutiny organisations) meets 
at 2–3 month intervals to develop the MPEG sequence of standards. 
MPEG-4. The H.264 standardisation power was commenced by 
the Video Coding Specialists Group (VCEG) [3], a working cluster 
of the Global Telecommunication Coalition (ITU-T) that operates 
in a comparable method to MPEG and has been accountable for 
a sequence of discernible telecommunication standards. The final 
periods of growing the H.264 average have been grasped out by the 

Combined Video Team, a cooperative power of both VCEG and 
MPEG, making it probable to publish the final average below the 
combined auspices of ISO/IEC (as MPEG-4 Part 10) and ITU-T 
(as Recommendation H.264) in 2003. 
MPEG-4 Discernible and H.264 have connected but considerably 
disparate visions. Both are distressed alongside compression of 
discernible data but MPEG-4 Discernible emphasises flexibility 
as H.264’s emphasis is on efficiency and reliability. MPEG-4 
Discernible provides a exceedingly flexible toolkit of coding 
methods and resources, making it probable to deal alongside 
a expansive scope of kinds of discernible data encompassing 
rectangular constructions (‘traditional’ video material), video 
objects (arbitrary-shaped spans of a discernible scene), yet 
pictures and hybrids of usual (real-world) and synthetic (computer-
generated) discernible information. MPEG-4 Discernible provides 
its functionality across a set of coding instruments, coordinated 
into ‘profiles’, suggested groupings of instruments suitable for 
precise applications. Classes of profiles contain ‘simple’ profiles 
(coding of rectangular video frames), object-based profiles (coding 
of arbitrary-shaped discernible objects), yet sense profiles (coding 
of yet pictures or ‘texture’), scalable profiles (coding at several 
resolutions or quality levels) and studio profiles (coding for high-
quality studio applications). 
In difference alongside the exceedingly flexible way of MPEG-4 
Visual, H.264 concentrates specifically on effectual compression 
of video frames. Key features of the average contain compression 
efficiency (providing considerably larger compression than each 
preceding standard), transmission efficiency (with a number of 
built-in features to prop reliable, robust transmission above a scope 
of channels and networks) and a focus on accepted requests of 
video compression. Merely three profiles are presently upheld (in 
difference to nearly 20 in MPEG-4 Visual), every single targeted 
at a class of accepted video contact applications. The Baseline 
profile could be chiefly functional for “conversational” requests 
such as videoconferencing, the Spread profile adds supplementary 
instruments that are probable to be functional for video streaming 
across webs and the Main profile includes instruments that could be 
suitable for customer requests such as video show and storage.

A. H.264/AVC History 
H.264/AVC was industrialized above a era of concerning four years. 
The origins of this average lie in the ITU-T’s H.26L undertaking 
commenced by the Video Coding Specialists Cluster (VCEG), that 
delivered a Call for Propositions (CfP) and crafted a early draft 
design for its new average. In 2001, after ISO/IEC’s Advancing 
Pictures Specialists Cluster (MPEG) had finished progress of its 
most present video coding average, recognized as MPEG-4 Part 
2, it delivered a comparable CfP to demand new contributions to 
more enhance the coding efficiency beyond what was attained on 
that project. VCEG selected to furnish its draft design in reply 
to MPEG’s CfP and counseled joining powers to finished the 
work. Countless supplementary propositions were additionally 
presented and were tested by MPEG as well. As a consequence 
of those examinations, MPEG made the pursuing conclusions that 
affirmed the design choices made by VCEG for H.26L: 

The gesture compensated Discrete Cosine Change (DCT) • 
construction was superior to others, implying there was 
no demand, at least at that period, to make frank structural 
adjustments for the subsequent creation of coding standard. 
Some video coding instruments that had been excluded in the • 
past (for MPEG-2, H.263, or MPEG-4 Part 2) [4] due to their 
intricacy (hence implementation cost) might be re-examined 
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for inclusion in the subsequent standard. The VLSI knowledge 
had elevated considerably as the progress of those standards 
and this had considerably decreased the implementation price 
of those coding tools. (This was not a "blank check" for 
compression at all prices, as a number of compromises were 
yet vital for intricacy reasons, but it was a credit that a little of 
the intricacy constraints that administrated past work might 
be re-examined.) 
To permit maximum freedom of enhancing the coding • 
efficiency, the syntax of the new coding average might not 
be retrograde compatible alongside prior standards. 
ITU-T’s H.26L was a top-performing proposition, and • 
most others that displayed good presentation in MPEG had 
additionally been established on H.26L (as it had come to be 
well-known as an advance in knowledge by that time). 

Therefore, to permit speedy progress, ITU-T and ISO/IEC 
concurred to link powers jointly to jointly develop the subsequent 
creation of video coding average and use H.26L as the commencing 
point. A Combined Video Team (JVT), encompassing of specialists 
from VCEG and MPEG, was industrialized in December, 2011, 
alongside the aim of finishing the technical progress of the average. 
ITU-T projected to accept the average below the term of ITU-T 
H.264, and ISO/IEC projected to accept the average as MPEG-4 
Part 10 Elevated Video Coding (AVC), in the MPEG-4 suite of 
standards properly labeled as ISO/IEC 14496. As an unwanted 
byproduct, this average gets denoted to by at least six disparate 
terms – H.264, H.26L, ISO/IEC 14496-10, JVT, MPEG-4 AVC 
and MPEG-4 Part 10. In this paper they denote it as H.264/AVC 
as a balance amid the terms utilized in the two organizations. 
With the expansive breadth of requests believed by the two 
associations, the request focus for the work was correspondingly 
colossal – from video conferencing to entertainment (broadcasting 
above cable, satellite, terrestrial, cable modem, DSL etc.; storage 
on DVDs and hard disks; video on demand etc.) to streaming video, 
surveillance and martial requests, and digital cinema. Three frank 
feature sets shouted profiles were instituted to address these request 
domains: the Baseline, Main, and Spread profiles. The Baseline 
profile was projected to minimize intricacy and furnish elevated 
robustness and flexibility for use above a colossal scope of web 
settings and conditions; the Main profile was projected alongside 
an emphasis on compression coding efficiency capability; and the 
Spread profile was projected to join the robustness of the Baseline 
profile [5] alongside a higher degree of coding efficiency and larger 
web robustness and to add enhanced modes functional for distinct 
"trick uses" for such requests as flexible video streaming.

III. Profiles and Levels

1. The Baseline, Main, and Extended Profiles in the First 
Version
H.264/AVC encompasses a affluent set of video coding tools. 
Not all the coding instruments are needed for all the applications. 
For example, urbane error strength instruments are not vital for 
the webs alongside extremely slight data corruption or loss. 
Compelling every single decoder to apply all the instruments 
should make a decoder unnecessarily convoluted for a little 
applications. Therefore, subsets of coding instruments are defined; 
these subsets are shouted Profiles. A decoder could select to apply 
merely one subset (Profile) of instruments, or select to apply a 
little or all profiles. The pursuing three profiles were described in 
the early average, and stay unchanged in the latest version: 

Baseline (BP) • 
Extended (XP) • 
Main (MP) • 

The Baseline profile includes I and Pslices, a little enhanced error 
strength instruments (FMO, ASO, and RS), and CAVLC. It does 
not encompass B, SP and SI-slices, interlace coding instruments 
or CABAC entropy coding. The Spread profile is a super-set 
of Baseline, adding B, SP and SIslices and interlaces coding 
instruments to the set of Baseline Profile coding instruments and 
adding more error strength prop in the form of data partitioning 
(DP). It does not contain CABAC. The Main profile includes I, P 
and B-slices, interlace coding instruments, CAVLC and CABAC. 
It does not contain enhanced error strength instruments (FMO, 
ASO, RS, and DP) or SP and SI-slices. 
At this including, the Baseline Profile appears to be the main 
choice for videoconferencing applications. The Main profile, that 
consented a outstanding deal of early implementation attention 
for entertainment-quality customer requests, nowadays seems to 
be waning in attention due to the new meaning of the Elevated 
profile in FRExt.  

2. The New High Profiles
The FRExt amendment defines four new profiles: 

High (HP) • 
High 10 (Hi10P) • 
High 4:2:2 (Hi422P) • 
High 4:4:4 (Hi444P) • 

All four of these profiles build further upon the design of the prior 
Main profile, and they all include three enhancements of coding 
efficiency performance: 

Adaptive macroblock-level switching between 8x8 and 4x4 • 
transform block size 
Encoder-specified perceptual-based quantization scaling • 
matrices 
Encoder-specified separate control of the quantization • 
parameter for each chroma component

All of these profiles additionally prop monochrome coded video 
sequences, in supplement to normal 4:2:0 video. The difference 
in skill amid these profiles is chiefly in words of upheld example 
bit depths and chroma formats. Though, the Elevated 4:4:4 profile 
additionally supports the residual color change and predictive 
lossless coding features not discovered in each supplementary 
profiles. 
As can be perceived in the table, amid these new profiles and 
the prior Main profile there is a neatly-nested “onion-like” 
construction of skills – alongside every single “higher” profile 
additionally upholding all skills of the lower ones. Indeed, the 
average additionally needs “higher” profiles to be capable of 
decoding all bit streams encoded for the lower nested profiles. 
At the period of this including, the Elevated profile seems to 
be exceeding the Main profile as the main choice for show and 
supplementary entertainment-quality requests, and Elevated 4:2:2 
is anticipated to be utilized oftentimes in studio environments. 
The key aspect making the Elevated profile of such intense 
near-term attention is that it has extremely slight (almost no) 
added implementation intricacy comparative to the prior Main 
profile, as enhancing compression skill in both subjective and 
goal words (with quantization scaling matrices and change block-
size switching, respectively) and rising encoder manipulation 
flexibility (with prop of distinct quantization parameters for the 
two chroma components). 
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3. Levels 
It is vital to constrain the processing manipulation and the 
recollection size demanded for implementation. Picture size and 
construction rate frolic the main act in affecting those parameter.. 
Levels additionally furnish constraints on the number of reference 
pictures and the maximum compressed bit rate that can be used. 
The level recognized as “1b” was added in the FRExt correction, 
chiefly to address the expressed needs of a little 3G wireless 
environments. 
Note: In the average, Levels enumerate the maximum construction 
size in words of merely the finished number of pixels/frame. 
Horizontal and Vertical maximum sizes are not enumerated except 
for constraints that horizontal and vertical sizes cannot be extra 
than Sqrt(maximum construction size * 8). If, at a particular 
level, the picture size is less than the one in the table, next a 
correspondingly larger number of reference pictures (up to 16 
frames) can be utilized for gesture estimation and compensation. 
Similarly, instead of enumerating a maximum construction rate 
at every single level, a maximum example (pixel) rate, in words 
of macro blocks each subsequent, is specified. 

IV. Related Work
Dan Grois et al., 2013 [5] This work presents a presentation 
analogy of the two latest video coding standards H.264/MPEG-
AVC and H.265/MPEG-HEVC (High-Efficiency Video Coding) 
as well as the presently published proprietary video coding 
scheme VP9. According to the experimental aftermath, that 
were obtained for a finished examination set of video sequences 
by employing comparable encoding configurations for all 
three examined representative encoders, H.265/MPEG-HEVC 
provides momentous average bit-rate savings of 43.3% and 39.3% 
comparative to VP9 and H.264/MPEG-AVC, respectively. As a 
particular aspect of the led examinations, it coiled out that the 
VP9 encoder produces an average bit-rate overhead of 8.4% at the 
alike goal quality, after contrasted to an open H.264/MPEGAVC 
encoder implementation – the x264 encoder. On the supplementary 
hand, the normal encoding periods of the VP9 encoder are extra 
than 100 periods higher than those measured for the x264 encoder. 
After contrasted to the full-fledged H.265/MPEGHEVC reference 
multimedia encoder implementation, the VP9 encoding periods 
are lower by a factor of 7.35, on average.
Deepak Dembla et al., 2011 [6] Disparate choices across the design 
of a CODEC and disparate strategies for coding manipulation can 
lead to momentous variations in compression and computational 
presentation amid CODEC implementations. Though, the best 
presentation that could be attained by a CODEC is manipulated 
by the obtainable coding tools. The presentation examples gave 
here and countless supplementary studies in the works indicate 
that H.264/AVC has the skill to out-perform MPEG- 4Visual 
convincingly (which in coil performs considerably larger than 
MPEG-4). Presentation is merely one of countless factors that 
impact whether a new knowledge is prosperous in the marketplace 
and they will scrutinize a little of the supplementary subjects 
that are presently shaping the business marketplace for video 
coding.
Shiqi Wang et al., 2011 [7] The structural similarity (SSIM) index 
has been discovered to be a good indicator of observed picture 
quality. In this paper, they counsel a rate-SSIM optimization 
scheme for mode selection in H.264/AVC video coding. To 
derive the Lagrange multiplier established on the properties 
of input sequences, a novel reduced-reference statistical SSIM 
ideal and a source-side data joined rate ideal are established. The 

counseled method is fully standard-compatible. Experimental 
aftermath clarify that, contrasted alongside standard rate 
distortion optimization coding schemes, the counseled scheme 
can accomplish larger rate-SSIM presentation and furnish larger 
discernible quality.
Tomás Brandão et al., 2011 [8] This paper describes and assesses 
a set of no-reference quality assessment algorithms for H.264/
AVC encoded video sequences. These algorithms have in 
public a module that estimates the error due to lossy encoding 
of the video signals, employing merely data obtainable on the 
compressed bit stream. In order to attain observed quality scores 
from the approximated error, three methods are presented: i) to 
heaviness the error estimates according to a perceptual model; ii) 
to linearly join the mean squared error (MSE) estimates alongside 
supplementary video features; iii) to use MSE estimates as the 
input of a logistic function. The presentations of the algorithms 
are assessed employing cross-validation procedures and the one 
displaying the best presentation is additionally in a preliminary 
discover of quality assessment in the attendance of transmission 
losses.
H. S.Prasantha et al., 2010 [9] H.264/AVC (Advanced Video 
Coding) is the newest video coding average of the advancing 
video coding specialists group. The decoder is uniform by 
imposing limits on the bit stream and syntax, and delineating 
the procedure of decoding syntax agents such that every single 
decoder conforming to the average will produce comparable 
output after encoded bit stream is endowed as input. It uses state 
of fine art coding instruments and provides enhanced coding 
efficiency for a expansive scope of requests, encompassing video 
telephony, real-time video conferencing, direct-broadcast TV 
(television), blue-ray disc, DVB (Digital video broadcast) show, 
streaming video and others. The paper proposes to seaport the 
H.264/AVC decoder on the assorted processors such as TI DSP 
(Digital gesture processor), ARM (Advanced chance machines) 
and P4 (Pentium processors). The paper additionally proposes 
to examine and difference Video Quality Metrics for disparate 
encoded video sequences. The paper proposes to examine the 
decoder presentation on disparate processors alongside and lacking 
deblocking filter and difference the presentation established on 
disparate video quality measures.
Muhammad Shafique et al., 2010 [10] The H.264/AVC video 
coding average features varied computational hot spots that demand 
to be accelerated to cope alongside the considerably increased 
intricacy contrasted to preceding standards. In this paper, they 
counsel an optimized request construction (i.e. the arrangement 
of useful constituents of an request ascertaining the data flow 
properties) for the H.264 encoder that is suitable for application-
specific and reconfigurable hardware platforms. their counseled 
request structural optimization for the computational reduction 
of the Gesture Compensated Interpolation is autonomous of the 
actual hardware period that is utilized for execution. For a MIPS 
processor they accomplish an average speed up of concerning 60× 
for Gesture Compensated Interpolation. their counseled request 
construction reduces the overhead for Reconfigurable Periods 
by allocating the actual hardware necessities amongst the useful 
blocks. This increases the number of obtainable reconfigurable 
hardware each Distinct Education (within a useful block) that 
leads to a 2.84× presentation enhancement of the finished encoder 
after contrasted to a Benchmark Request alongside average 
optimizations. they assess their request construction by way of 
four disparate hardware platforms. 
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Xiaoyin Cheng et al., 2009 [11] In this thesis undertaking, the 
video CODEC arrangement and H.264 average has been learned, 
as well as the rate-distortion theory. To accomplish the main aim 
of cutting ringing artifacts in coded video sequences, methods 
were projected to select out target pixels and compensate them 
for distortion. The pixel association algorithm was projected to 
find target pixels, and the distortion compensation algorithm was 
industrialized to suppress the ringing artifacts. 
A feasibility scutiny was completed beforehand the progress of 
the algorithm to safeguard that scaling of the distortion in RDO 
gives comparable results as lowering the QP. To optimize the 
association algorithm, countless vital factors are proposed. The 
optimal overlapped block size, proper low groups specification 
and the optimal threshold are tested prior to real encoding. The 
NBC_Clip6 sequence is coded alongside disparate k settings. In 
thought of compromising average quality and ringing artifact 
reduction, the distortion multiplier k amid 8 and 16 is preferred. 
Presentation enhancement might not been perceived after elevated 
Ks were applied.
Gary J.Sullivan et al., 2005 [12] Over the last one and a half 
decades, digital video compression technologies have come 
to be an integral Part of the method they craft, converse, and 
consume discernible information. In this paper, methods for video 
compression are studied, commencing from frank concepts. The 
rate-distortion presentation of present video compression schemes 
is the consequence of an contact amid gesture representation 
methods, intra-picture forecast methods, waveform coding of 
contrasts, and waveform coding of assorted revived regions. The 
paper starts alongside an explanation of the frank thoughts of video 
codec design and next explains how these assorted features have 
been consolidated into global standards, up to and encompassing 
the most present such average, recognized as H.264/AVC.
Kwan-Jung Oh et al., 2005 [13] In video coding standards, such 
as MPEG-4 and H.263, one vital question is how to ascertain 
gesture vectors for gesture compensation in the INTER mode. 
Normally the sum of definite contrasts (SAD) or the sum of squared 
contrasts (SSD) is retained as a matching criterion. Even though 
these criteria are connected to the distortion, they do not ponder 
the bit rate appropriately. If they desire to ponder both the rate and 
the distortion, a Lagrangian method targeting for rate-distortion 
optimization (RDO) is a good alternative. Even if H.264 utilized 
the RDO scheme to choose the best macro block mode amid 
countless candidates, H.264 employs merely one RDO ideal for 
all macro blocks. As the characteristics of every single macro 
block is disparate, every single macro block ought to have its 
own RDO model. In this paper, they counsel an adaptive rate-
distortion optimization algorithm for H.264. they manipulation 
the Lagrangian multiplier according to the picture kind and 
characteristics of every single macro block
Nukhet Ozbek et al., 2005 [14] H.264/AVC is a presently 
finished video compression average jointly industrialized by 
ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG standards committees. The 
average is becoming extra accepted as it promises far higher 
compression than that probable alongside preceding standards. 
The average provides flexibilities in coding and association of 
data that enable effectual error resilience. The increased coding 
efficiency captains new request spans and company opportunities. 
As could be anticipated, the increases in compression efficiency 
and flexibility come at the price of rise in intricacy, that is a fact 
that have to be overcome. This paper provides an overview of the 
technical features of H.264 and summarizes the growing studies 
connected to new coding features of the standard.

Jörn Ostermann et al., 2004 [15] H.264/AVC, the consequence of 
the collaboration amid the ISO/IEC Advancing Picture Specialists 
Cluster and the ITU-T Video Coding Specialists Group, are the latest 
average for video coding. The aims of this standardization power 
were enhanced compression efficiency, web approachable video 
representation for interactive (video telephony) and non-interactive 
requests (broadcast, streaming, storage, video on demand). H.264/
AVC provides gains in compression efficiency of up to 50% above 
a expansive scope of bit rates and video resolutions contrasted 
to preceding standards. Contrasted to preceding standards, the 
decoder intricacy is concerning four periods that of MPEG-2 
and two periods that of MPEG-4 Discernible Easy Profile. This 
paper provides an overview of the new instruments, features and 
intricacy of H.264/AVC.

Atul Puri et al., 2004 [16] H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is a presently 
finished video compression in average jointly industrialized by 
the ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC MPEG standards committees. 
The average promises far higher compression than that probable 
alongside preceding standards. It permits coding of non-interlaced 
and interlaced video extremely effectually, and even at elevated bit 
rates provides extra satisfactory discernible quality than preceding 
standards. Further, the average supports flexibilities in coding as 
well as association of coded data that can rise strength to errors 
or losses. As could be anticipated, the rise in coding efficiency 
and coding flexibility comes at the price of an rise in intricacy 
alongside respect to preceding standards. 
Sullivan, Gary J. et al., 2004 [17] H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is the 
latest global video coding standard. It was jointly industrialized 
by the Video Coding Specialists Cluster (VCEG) of the ITU-T 
and the Advancing Picture Specialists Cluster (MPEG) of ISO/
IEC. It uses state-of-the-art coding instruments and provides 
enhanced coding efficiency for a expansive scope of requests, 
encompassing video telephony, video conferencing, TV, storage 
(DVD and/or hard disk established, exceptionally high-definition 
DVD), streaming video, digital video authoring, digital cinema, 
and countless others. The work on a new set of expansions to 
this average has presently been completed. These expansions, 
recognized as the Fidelity Scope Expansions (FRExt), furnish a 
number of enhanced skills comparative to the center specification 
as agreed in the spring of 2003. In this paper, an overview of this 
average is endowed, encompassing the highlights of the skills 
of the new FRExt features. A little comparisons alongside the 
continuing MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 Part 2 standards are additionally 
provided.
Thomas Wiegand et al., 2003 [18] H.264/AVC are newest video 
coding average of the ITU-T Video Coding Specialists Cluster 
and the ISO/IEC Advancing Picture Specialists Group. The 
main aims of the H.264/AVC standardization power have been 
enhanced compression presentation and ability of a “network-
friendly” video representation addressing “conversational” (video 
telephony) and “nonconversational” (storage, show, or streaming) 
applications. H.264/AVC has attained a momentous enhancement 
in rate-distortion efficiency comparative to continuing standards. 
This article provides an overview of the technical features of 
H.264/AVC, describes profiles and requests for the average, and 
outlines the past of the standardization process.
Michael Horowitz et al., 2003 [19] In this paper, they discover 
and examine the computational intricacy of a software-based 
H.264/AVC baseline profile decoder. their scutiny is established 
on ascertaining the number of frank computational procedures 
needed by a decoder to present the key decoding sub functions. 
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The frequency of use of every single of the needed decoding sub 
purposes is empirically derived employing bit streams generated 
from two disparate encoders for a collection of content, resolutions 
and bit rates. Employing the measured frequencies, estimates of 
the decoder period intricacy for assorted hardware periods can be 
determined. A methodical example is endowed to assist readers 
in deriving their own period intricacy estimates.
We difference the emerging estimates to numbers measured for 
an optimized decoder on the Pentium 3 hardware platform. they 
next use those numbers to assess the dependence of the period 
intricacy of every single of the main decoder sub purposes on 
encoder characteristics, content, resolution and bit rate. Finally, 
they difference an H.264/AVC-compliant baseline decoder to a 
decoder that is compliant alongside the H.263 average, that is 
presently dominant in interactive video applications. Both “C” 
merely decoder implementations were contrasted on a Pentium 
3 hardware platform. their aftermath indicate that an H.264/AVC 
baseline decoder is concerning 2.5 periods extra period convoluted 
than an H.263 baseline decoder.

V. Conclusion and Future Works
H.264/AVC represents a major step in the development of video 
coding standards, in terms of both coding efficiency enhancement 
and flexibility for effective use over a broad variety of network types 
and application domains.  It is based on conventional block-based 
motion-compensated hybrid video coding concepts, but with some 
important differences. Among them is enhanced motion prediction 
capability, use of small block-size exact-match transform, adaptive 
in-loop de-blocking filter, and enhanced entropy coding methods.  
The highly flexible motion model and the very efficient context-
based arith- metic-coding scheme are the two primary factors 
that enable the superior rate-distortion performance of H.264/
AVC as described in the paper. Every year many companies 
contribute in development and comparative evaluation of the 
quality of new H.264 and other Codecs. However, Successful 
estimation of all profiles under which is a developing codec is 
over ever changing modern hardware is impossible to estimate. 
ARM RISC Architecture is used widely in almost all Handheld 
Devices. The Decoder and decoding process of ITU/T AVC H.264 
codec has been standardize much like MP3 decoding has been 
standardize  In our future work we will work on providing ITU/T 
AVC H.264 profile comparisons especially designed for Rate 
distortion Optimizations and evaluate resulting media using video 
quality assessment methods such as, PSNR and SSIM.
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